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1. Introduction
The supply chain proposes a simplified picture of the logistic organization that emphasises the
recurrent interdependence between the client and his supplier. However, real supply chains
mobilise sets of suppliers and clients whose tree-like relationships geographically overlap to form
complex supply networks with entangled flows (Stefanovic and Stefanovic 2008).
From this point of view, it is possible to assimilate all logistic services with a series of networks
that, today, are independently evolving (design, dedicated truck, warehouse reserved for a
company, etc.) while sharing infrastructures (roads, railways, etc.).
This independence of logistics networks leads to inefficiency by over-use of means often
dedicated to each organization. Services providers, which could improve the functioning of
logistics, do not solve this issue due to the difficulty for each of them, on a fragmented market, to
find synergies between few and antagonist customers’ requirements.
One of the solutions to overcome the problem is collaboration. Nowadays collaboration is ever
more studied and applied between distinct supply chains to globally improve the logistic
efficiency of the collaborating partners. In this regard, some researches about collaborative
networks have recently pointed out the importance of connecting networks to create synergy
(Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh 2005; Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh 2007). A
collaborative logistics network can be defined as a network with a variety of logistical entities
(e.g., local logistics networks, service providers, suppliers or clients, etc.) that can be highly
autonomous and geographically distributed yet share goals and a joint operating environment
(Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh 2005). For example one of the joint goals is often to
optimise freight transport within the network. This goal, as well the concept of global
interconnected and collaborative networks, naturally conducts us to think of the Digital Internet
networks. From this point of view, the idea of an analogy between the Digital Internet and
logistics networks was proposed by (Montreuil 2010).
The Digital Internet provides the best known interconnected networks, yet others exist such as in
the evolving electric grid. In fact, fundamentally, the Internet is the interconnection of computer
networks in a manner transparent to the user. It enables the transmission of data packets in the
form of standardized formats (datagrams) through heterogeneous equipment. The Internet, that
was at the beginning presented as a metaphor for the information highway where each element of
information flows independently, was a break in the design of telecommunication networks and
eventually became a revolution.
The recently introduced Physical Internet (Montreuil et al. 2010) proposes a new organization of
logistics and transport. It proposes exploring the impact of the change from dissociated logistic
services networks, without any coherence between them, to open logistics networks based on
universal interconnectivity.
The first section of this paper highlights reasons for questioning the current organization of
logistics. The second section examines the possible transposition of Digital Internet concepts on a
new logistical organisation based on the Physical Internet. After defining the interconnection of
networks, three main facets of Internet are analysed: the typology of the Internet networks, the
routing in an interconnected network and its organisation. For each of these facets, the paper
proposes analogies applicable to logistics, thereby specifying the concept of Physical Internet.
The third section provides an illustration of the concept and a first assessment of its impact on
CIRRELT-2012-57
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freight transport. This demonstration provides an idea about the extent of the challenges between
the performance of the current logistics organisation and that of Physical Internet, as well as
many great research prospects.

2. Motivations for interconnecting logistic networks
Improving performance and reducing cost of logistics and freight transport are familiar problems
for which research has provided numerous solutions, such as improved logistics network
optimisation (Chopra and Meindl 2004) and transport management (Daganzo 1984).
However, increased environmental concerns have an impact on supply chains and, in particular,
on the induced transport (McKinnon and Piecyk 2009; Le and Lee 2011). For example, CO2
emission currently represents a major criterion that industrialists are trying to reduce. This
especially concerns those involved in the transport of merchandises. Freight transportation alone
accounts for 14% of all CO2 emissions in France, thereby representing the main source of CO2
emission in that country. It is also growing considerably due to about 33% increase in flow
intensity every 10 to 15 years (Boissieu 2006; Citepa 2009).
Moreover, several studies have demonstrated the low level of use of resources in freight transport
(McKinnon et al. 2003; Ballot and Fontane 2008). This is a source of potential improvement that
is very difficult to achieve within current organisations.
Various methods have been proposed for optimising logistics to reduce the CO2 emission, such as
horizontal cooperation (Cruijssen et al. 2007; Cheikhrouhou et al. 2010), supply chains pooling
(Pan et al. 2010) and multimodal transport (Bontekoning and Priemus 2004; Groothedde et al.
2005). However, these approaches alone, even if they help improve the current situation, remain
partial solutions. They are not sufficient to enable really reaching tough goals such as the
European targets of a 20% reduction in emissions by 2020 and 75% by 2050 (Piecyk and
McKinnon 2010). Such results require more radical changes in terms of organization, including
in logistics that is the generator of freight transport demand.
The Physical Internet, the new logistics concept here examined, builds on an analogy with the
Digital Internet that enabled the development of a global system of data transport across
heterogeneous networks exploiting standard datagrams and protocols. The goal of the Physical
Internet is to achieve locally focused systems with global reach that are more economically,
environmentally, and socially efficient and sustainable than contemporary systems. As vividly
expressed through collaborative work during the Physical Internet NSF Workshop held at
Georgia Tech (Atlanta, U.S.A.) in May 2010 it is the natural evolution and integration of
container standardization and intelligence, broadband communication, cloud computing, and
deregulation in transport, catalysed by new logistics business models.

3. Analogy between Digital Internet and Physical Internet
The analogy between the original Digital Internet and the novel Physical Internet can be
expressed through three main characteristics: the interconnection of networks, the structure of the
network of networks and the routing of objects across networks.

2
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3.1 The interconnection of networks
Internet is said to be the network of networks since it represents the universal interconnection of
computer networks.
3.1.1 The interconnection of digital networks
As illustrated in Figure 1, the interconnection of networks in the Digital Internet is through
“specific computers that transfer packets from one network to another” (Comer and Stevens
1982). These specific computers are called “routers”. The routers connecting neighbouring
networks enable the transit of data packets between these neighbouring networks. These data
packets, called datagrams, have standardised characteristics such as size and structure. By
extension, in order to transit between two computers several networks apart, datagrams are
sequentially transmitted via the routers interconnecting the different intermediate networks they
pass through.

Figure 1: Interconnection of networks via the routers

The same operating logic is found within each of these networks, based on routers letting the
network hosts communicate with each other and with outside networks. The router role is to
dispatch datagrams, indicating upon their arrival the next router along their route to their final
destination.
3.1.2 The interconnection of logistics networks
This section proposes how to transpose the Digital Internet interconnection of networks so as to
interconnect a set of logistic service networks such as advocated by the Physical Internet concept.
Currently, in logistics, there are many company-defined service networks that are based on fixed
and/or dedicated logistics plans. For example, the logistic service network between a supplier and
the retailers it supplies, or yet the logistics network of an express carrier, are mostly dissociated
from other networks and each actor in these networks works independently from the others.
The idea of the Physical Internet (PI, π) is to interconnect all of these logistic service networks
through the transposition of the principles of the Internet. Therefore, the aim is for the universal
interconnection of logistic networks.

CIRRELT-2012-57
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Whereas the Digital Internet networks have the following physical elements: cables, hosts and
routers, the Physical Internet faces a more complex reality in terms of physical elements.
Physically, a logistic service is carried out according to a transport service based on a network
consisting of nodes (including distribution centres, warehouses, plants, etc.), arcs to define the
goods transfer means by freight services (road, rail, maritime services, etc.) and final
shippers/receivers (companies, organizations or individuals).
Applying the Internet analogy, a shipper sends his merchandise to a nearby node that handles it,
stores it and sends it to its destination via one of the numerous accessible logistics plans. For this
purpose, like in the case of Internet data, the merchandise is encapsulated in the form of
standardised packets, in this case standardized, modular, smart and eco-friendly containers,
termed π-containers. Table 1 exposes the strong analogy that may exist between logistics network
and a digital network.

Network

Internet

Physical Internet

Interconnection function

Flow

Datagram

π-Container

Encapsulation of merchandise

Router

Hub

Place of orientation (sorting),
change of mode, service
provider.

Host (unique
address)

Supplier or consumer

Place of containerisation and
de-containerisation

Wire or wave
connection

Transport services

Punctual or regular transport
between two nodes.

Node

Arc

Table 1: Analogy between digital networks and physical networks

A host in the Digital Internet transposes into a place of entry or exit from the Physical Internet
networks. It is a place where goods are containerised or de-containerised. It may also consist of a
station on an assembly line, an aisle in a retail store or even someone’s home.
The interconnection between two logistics networks may also be made via the creation of new
transport services between the nodes of two distinct networks. In fact, a shipper from one
network may transmit its π-containers to a hub in another network. In addition, a node from one
network may send π-containers to a node in another network. This leads to two networks
interconnected through nodes providing the routing of π-containers from their source to their
destination with the possibility of passing through intermediate networks. This very logical and
intuitive way of interconnecting networks already exists in the form of traffic sharing agreements,
although without possible generalization without global standardisation.
Moreover, it is also possible to interconnect two heterogeneous logistical networks by adding
specific nodes, thereby providing for example the transit of π-containers between the local road
networks and wide-area rail networks. This logic is also found in the interconnection of
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computing networks with the concept of Internet backbone1 (Peterson and Davie 2003;
Tanenbaum 2003).
The next section examines the global structure of the interconnection of logistics networks
enabling the Physical Internet.
3.2 The structure of the network of networks
3.2.1 Architecture of the Digital Internet network
Universal interconnectivity enables to connect any node to any other node. This does not mean
that there is an arc from each node to each node. On the contrary, faced with the high number of
Internet users, the Digital Internet network was designed to limit the number of arcs for reasons
of investment and ease of routing. This is examined hereafter.
The Digital Internet has a fractal structure. Indeed its network topology is similar at all levels,
from local to intercontinental networks. As shown in Figure 2, it consists, on its highest
hierarchical level, of a set of large interconnected networks, called “Autonomous Systems” (AS).
These were introduced since the Digital Internet is not controlled by a single administrator. Each
AS is independently managed by a single operator. In general, an AS corresponds to a large
public or private operator. Distinct AS communicate with each other via specific routers called
“border routers”, using specialized protocols2. Within an AS, data is routed by so-called “internal
routers” and internal communication is carried out with other types of protocols (Stewart III
1998; Huitema 1999; Hardy et al. 2002).

1
2

An Internet backbone is a computer network as part of long-haul networks over broadband Internet.
It’s a group of rules for exchanging messages (communicate) in or between computing systems.

CIRRELT-2012-57
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Figure 2: Internet concept map as a network interconnecting autonomous systems

These relationships between the distinct AS are functional, meaning that these AS may be
geographically combined, concurrently operating in the same geographical area. In addition, each
autonomous system consists of other networks that are “zones” (or “areas”). In both cases, we
speak of sub-networks with or without their own management (protocols). This decomposition
may continue at a third level with sub-networks of sub-networks and so on until reaching the
local network or a host. There are not a specific number of levels in the Internet network.
However, practice indicates that it is possible to distinguish three hierarchical levels, where the
lowest level (level 1) corresponds in general to Digital Internet access providers (IAP) or intrauniversity routers (such as Rénater in France) (Hardy et al. 2002).
These three levels are found in the Internet concept map depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Internet concept map explicating the hierarchical nature of the interconnected networks

This topology both linked and fractal, allows for the resilience of Internet, limits the
infrastructures and the size of the data required within routers to transfer datagrams since the
number of interconnections between the networks is limited. In fact, it is easier to transfer
datagrams when the passage points are known and limited in number than when there is a
considerable number of them (Stevens 1994). For example, this justifies relying on explicit
border routers of level 3 with respect to the AS in Figure 3.
The next section transposes this architectural topology from the Digital Internet to the Physical
Internet.

3.2.2 Architecture of the Physical Internet network
The Physical Internet is to embed a very large number of nodes. Such nodes include producers
and consumers throughout the world. Each producer, for example, may involve multiple nodes,
as an industrial assembly line may alone account for hundreds of hosts. It may seem unrealistic
and inefficient to have routers maintain a global view of the Physical Internet in its entirety due to
the huge database size involved. It is therefore interesting to examine the transposition of the
Digital Internet structure to the Physical Internet.
The transposition must take into account the current logistics situation into account, notably the
specific roles currently played by companies and administrations. Table 2 provides the key
analogy elements on which the transposition is built.
CIRRELT-2012-57
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Level

Internet

Physical Internet

Inter network

Sharing of transfer of
datagrams

Sharing of containerised
logistic services

Administrative authority

—

By zones of sovereignty

Network

Autonomous system, network
managed by one and only one
management entity

Set of logistics services
managed by one and only one
actor (service provider,
producer or express carrier):
Physical AS

Internet Service Provider

Entity providing access to an
interconnected network

Logistics service provider
providing access to an
interconnected network

Table 2: Elements of architectural analogy between the Digital Internet and the Physical Internet

Zones of sovereignty (e.g. countries) have a limited number of international exchange platforms
(international airports, ports and train stations), in particular for the control of the flow through
customs. In the Physical Internet, such platforms represent border nodes according to the real
meaning of the term. In addition, each country has its own transport means and its own
regulations on the transfer of merchandise. This is an additional structuring dimension that is
absent from digital networks.
However, a country is not an autonomous system since it is not concerned with logistic services
that are provided by specific service providers. An autonomous system therefore corresponds to a
logistic network managed by a company or organization according to its own rules. It may be an
express carrier, an international third-party logistics provider (3PL) or a company that directly
manages its own supply network, such as a car manufacturer or a large retailer. As in the Digital
Internet, an AS may or may not have a geographical meaning. That is, as may geographically
overlap or, on the contrary, rely on an exclusive territory as shown in Figure 4.

8
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Figure 4: Conceptual (left) and geographic (right) views
of autonomous systems (AS) in the Physical Internet

As in the Digital Internet, the networks of current logistic services (physical AS) may not have a
specific geographic location.
However, the logics of non-geographic interconnection for the Digital Internet may not be
reproduced for the Physical Internet, else the gain of sharing logistical means may be limited by
aberrant paths. In fact, in the case of the Digital Internet, the distance covered on an existing
infrastructure is not very important. This is not the case in logistics.
By slicing a Physical Internet network into several zones in the form of physical AS, the
requirements on database size and data transfer flow related to the current state of the network
can be limited for operations purposes. As in the Digital Internet, it is possible to divide these AS
into physical sub-AS, further reducing the quantity of data required at the node level. Through
such a multi-tier structure, the Physical Internet is perceived as the interconnection within and
between physical AS.
Using such an architecture, the Physical Internet sustains a fractal interconnection of multiple
logistics networks. These networks may be the already existing networks of logistic service
providers that are currently providing services only for their clients but that may become open to
the clients of other service providers. The networks may be new ones designed and implemented
so as to enhance Physical Internet implementation, adoption and growth. Such a fractal
interconnection of networks already exists to some degree in air freight through code sharing as
well as in the transport of sea containers: the aim is to generalize and extend it across all modes.
This section has introduced a possible structure for the Physical Internet in order to ensure the
interconnectivity of distinct logistic services so as to enable the efficient and sustainable routing
of π-containers.

CIRRELT-2012-57
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3.3 The routing operation
3.3.1 The organisation of routers in the Digital Internet
Technically, in the Digital Internet the routers determine via a routing table the direction that
each datagram has to take. In fact, the routing table provides the direction that the datagram has
to take depending on its intended destination. The direction depends on a set of pre-established
criteria about the best way to reach the destination. The routing table provides the direction by
stating the next router that the datagram has to take (Huitema 1999). By way of analogy, it is like
a roundabout with direction panels for each destination and a road between two roundabouts
representing a connection between two routers. The construction of its routing table is fairly
complicated and its size depends on the networks that the correspondent router interconnects
(Comer and Stevens 1982).
This routing table represents the core organization of each router. Figure 5 provide a small
example helping define the functionality of routing tables. The example whose architecture is
depicted in Figure 5 corresponds to a section of network. There are four routers (numbered from
1 to 4) and datagrams (the grey rectangles). There are three pairwise connections: routers 1-2,
routers 1-3 and routers 1-4.

Figure 5: Routing organisation in the Digital Internet

The routing table depicted in Table 3 indicates for example that a datagram reaching router 1 and
having for final destination 127.23.34.188 or 123.45.12.45 should be routed to router 2.

Figure 6: Example of routing table in the Digital Internet

When the datagram gets to the indicated next router in the routing table, it has reached its final
destination if this router corresponds to the host it is transmitted to. Otherwise, the routing table

10
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of this router is used to get the direction for its next move towards the final destination, a process
that is repeated as long as the datagram has not yet reached its target host.
Therefore, the router has the function of reading the address for the destination of each datagram.
This address is an integral part of a datagram. In fact, this datagram is a data packet in the form of
a set of bits divided into several parts; and each part represents an under-packet of data such as
that containing the destination or even the content of the information to transfer (contents of the
mail or text, etc.). A data packet can be said to “encapsulate” others. In addition, during the
transport phase (for example, between routers), the datagrams are encapsulated in “frames3” that
may contain one or several datagrams.
Thereby, when a datagram reaches a router, it is extracted from the frame and is inserted in the
waiting line before being processed. In fact, the router reads the heading of the datagrams and
specially the part involving the destination. It then places the datagram on the corresponding exit
portal and transfers it via another frame to the neighbouring router, and so on until it reaches its
destination.
The next section transposes the concepts of encapsulation, datagrams, frames, waiting lines, and
routing tables to the Physical Internet.
3.3.2 The routing operation in the Physical Internet
The ideas of encapsulating data packets in a datagram, of encapsulating such datagrams in frames
for transportation purposes, and of de-capsulations and re-encapsulations being performed during
the passages by the routers, may be transposed to logistics. This requires proposing a model
encapsulating freight in standardised containers (equivalent to datagrams) interfaced on specific
means of transport (equivalent to frames) (Ballot et al. 2010). The Physical Internet can be
conceptualized as consisting of nodes that receive π-containers, and possibly sort and recompose
the π-containers to optimise the transport in each segment. The set of π-containers obtained are
then to be transferred according to the destination to the next node.
It is then possible to transpose to the Physical Internet the idea of routing table used in the Digital
Internet. Such a routing table can be used in each router present at each node (e.g. π-hub), helping
to determine the best next node to move a π-container in its way toward reaching its final
destination. This best node depends on the preferred set of criteria, for example transport cost,
delivery time and/or CO2 emissions. The analogy between the roles of the different physical
components of the Digital Internet and the Physical Internet is reinforced, in particular between
the routers and the π-hubs as illustrated in Table 3.
In the Digital Internet, the routing of datagrams outside or inside AS does not occur in the same
way since the business model chosen is different, which is translated through multiple protocols.
This distinction is also important regarding the relationships between the logistic service
providers.

3

A frame is composed of a header, information that we want to transmit, and a postamble (trailer). A packet cannot
pass directly over a network: it is encapsulated within a frame.
CIRRELT-2012-57
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Function

Digital Internet routers

Physical Internet π-hubs

Receiving

De framing and framing4 according
to the network protocols used

Unloading and/or decomposition
of arriving π-containers

Routing

Transfer following a table

Selection of the next destination
for each π-container

Shipment

Framing according to the selected
network

Composition of π-containers and
loading on transport means

Table 3: Analogy between Digital Internet routers and Physical Internet π-hubs

The analogy between the routers and the nodes of the Physical Internet obviously has limits since
the logistic function of the π-hubs is not summed up by routing. The construction of the Physical
Internet should take into account the real needs of logistics such as the management of transport
capacities and the sorting in π-hubs that is not raised in the same way as in the Digital Internet
where the protocol agrees to “pay in order to see”, that is, to re-send other copied-datagrams if
the originals were lost or victims of blocking.
In the Physical Internet, the routing protocols between nodes such as π-hubs may use the best
understanding of flow and estimate of their future state to prepare the routing. This is not the case
in Digital Internet. In fact, the Physical Internet may benefit from a favourable ratio between its
costs means and the one of collecting informations about these same means.
Having defined the main aspects of what will be the Physical Internet and validated the analogy,
the next section assesses its potential improvement over the current logistics organisation. As a
first approach, a simplified analytical model is proposed for both topologies and these analytical
models are used to estimate the relative gains in terms of key metrics.

4. Potential of Physical Internet network compared to the
current organisation
In order to analyse the impact of evolving from the current logistic organisation to a Physical
Internet organisation, this section compares their flow travel and transport efficiency. In line with
the exploratory nature of the paper, this is achieved via a theoretic model for a simple industry
setting case in a given territory (Antonelli and Caroleo 2011).
Consider a territory of area A within which exists a total demand  over a planning horizon.
Assume that this demand is homogeneously distributed across the territory. The territory is
divided in n regions and hosts R distributors. Each distributor possesses S stores for covering the
set of regions. These stores are positioned randomly in 
a homogeneous manner. They are
4

Encapsulate Datagrams in Frames
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supplied by regional distribution centers and each distributor owns one such regional distribution
center per region. These distribution centers are themselves supplied from warehouses belonging
to the suppliers. Consider that each supplier M has one warehouse fed by its P manufacturing
plants. Each of these plants makes a different product and they are spread homogeneously across
the territory. All suppliers have therefore the same number of plants and warehouses while all
retailers have the same number of distribution centers and stores. This is a strong hypothesis,
imposed for simplifying notations and readability of equations, which could be relaxed without
much difficulty.

Figure 7: Contrasting in the left side a supplier-retailer instance of the coupling
between the supplier’s warehouse and the retailer’s distribution centers in the current logistics model and, in the right
side, the couplings between the regional AS (1-hub for every AS) in the Physical Internet logistics model

Figure 7 illustrates the application of this model in a geographical space: a territory composed of
seven hexagonal regions. On the left side of the figure focused on the current logistics model,
there is a distribution center per region, as well as a warehouse per supplier at the center of the
geographical space. These logistic nodes are not optimised in terms of quantity, only in terms of
location. The left side of the figure shows also the coupling between a supplier’s warehouse and a
retailer’s regional distribution centers: there are M times R instances of this schematic,
corresponding to all supplier-retailer couplings. The distributed factories and stores are not
depicted in Figure 7 even though they are present in both models.
The right side of Figure 7 is an illustration of PI relative to the current situation. Every region is
represented by one autonomous system, with a single -hub per AS. The -hub corresponding to
every AS represents both a Border and an Intern -hub (Node). Every -hub is the only Node that
gives access from the AS to outside and concurrently provides access to the region from others
AS (outside). The right side of Figure 7, focused on the Physical Internet model, has a single
instance, showing the couplings between the regional -hubs.
The model selected for evaluating both logistics organizations is based on the continuous
approximation methodology (Daganzo 1984; Daganzo 2005). This approach, even though less
precise than simulation or optimisation, is privileged here because it allows an analytical
formalization and therefore enables an understanding of the factors differentiating the studied
topological organizations.
CIRRELT-2012-57
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4.1 Flow travel in the current logistics model
Each manufacturer-retailer (M-R) coupling presented on the left side of Figure 7 is in fact a
segment of a classical supply chain model. It is constituted of a set of retailers operating stores
fed by their distribution centers, and a set of manufacturing suppliers feeding from their factories
a central warehouse supplying the retailers’ distribution centers, as shown in Figure 8. This chain
could be extended downstream and upstream, yet it is already representative of supply chains for
consumer goods, new vehicles, and so on.

Figure 8: Classical structure of a supply chain

In order to evaluate the current logistic organization, the flows are formalized for each segment
of the supply chains. The first type of segment links a supplier’s plant and its warehouse. The
number of such segments is equal to the product of the number M of suppliers and their number P
of plants, or MP. It is assumed that the total production equals to the total demand and that the
production of each supplier is spread uniformly across its factories. Thus, the production of a
specific plant can be computed through equation (1).
U 




M P

(1)

The expected flow travel can thus be defined as fU  U  (d(P,WH))  U  dU where (d(P,WH)) is
the expected Euclidean distance between a generic plant P and the generic warehouse WH.
In the same manner, the expected flow travel between a warehouse and a distribution center is


given by f I  I  (d(WH,DC))  I  dI with
I 


M R n

(2)



Indeed, flows are segmented by producer, retailer and region.


Finally the downstream flows are regional flows realized through tours from each distribution
center of a retailer to the stores it supplies. The volume d to distribute is equal to the total
demand divided by the number of retailers and regions.
d 




R n



(3)

The distance to travel is estimated by the continuous approximation method (Daganzo 2005). The
resulting estimation of the length of a tour serving the S/n stores (S is the number of stores) of a
retailer in a region can be computed using equation (4) where A/n is the identical area of every
region and k’ is a constant (k’=0.75 for Euclidean distance).
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dd  k



since

(4)

n 0

Flow travel from distribution centers to stores is defined based on the flow measure convention
used in France for the European Commission statistics (European Commission 2008). With this
convention flows supplied by delivery tours are counted as half the t.km, thus:
fd 



S A k
 
S A
n n n

1
 d
2 d d

(5)

Define a as the length of a regional hexagonal side in Figure 7. The area of a region is thus
and the total area is

√

√

.

It is necessary to compute the distance between a factory and the central warehouse for each
supplier, the distance between a supplier’s warehouse and the distribution centers of a retailer,
and the tour distances in the regions.
In order to compute the expected distance between a supplier’s factory and its central warehouse,
the overall space is approximated by a disk of radius 3 3  , which corresponds at worst case to
2

an error of 4% checked by Monte-Carlo simulation. The expected distance between a distributed
factory and the central warehouse can thus be estimated to be 2/3 of the radius, so

E(d(P,WH))  3  .


The expected distance between a supplier’s central warehouse and a regional distribution center
of a retailer requires distinguishing seven cases. There are six regions for which the distance can
be estimated as shown above as 3  and there is the central region with an estimated zero,
assuming approximate identical central location of both the warehouse and the distribution center
in the region. Thus the expected
distance between a regional distribution center and a warehouse

can be estimated as E(d(WH,DC))  6 3  .
7

The expected distribution tour length, with substitution of specific area data and store number, is:
E(dd ) 



 21
k'
 2  S
3
7
2

Summing all flow travel components allows estimating the expected total flow travel in the
current logistics model through equation (6).
Factual 



d 

U U
Upper flows

 d

I
Inter flows

I



 d

d d
Distrib flows


6
1 k'
21 
   3  
3 
 2  S
3 
7
2 7
2
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4.2 Flows travel in the Physical Internet Model
In a Physical Internet model, the flows have a different structure, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Network structure of a supply chain in the Physical Internet, exploiting π-Hubs

Expected flow travel evaluation in the Physical internet organization is performed using the same
methodology as in the current logistics model.
As shown in Figure 9, within the Physical Internet framework it is convenient to evaluate two
segments: a pickup and delivery segment and an inter-hub segment. It is assumed that both
distribution and collection are achieved through the same tours. Thus the first and last segments
of Figure 8 become local loops in Figure 9. Indeed there is now one such loop per region. The
local flow is constituted of the upstream flows from all plants in the region and of the
downstream flows feeding all the stores of every retailer in the region. Expected local flow travel
can be computed through equation (7) which is based on (4) and similar to (5). Equation (7)
exploits the fact that the increase in the density of points to be visited allows to subdivide the
region, reducing the length of each tour while keeping the same service level. Otherwise all the
products would just travel across the entire region without the benefit of the increase of the
density.
1
f l  r   p  k'
2





 MP 
MP
S 
 A
A

n 
n    k' 
2
 MP  n n
MP
R
n.R 

n

n 
S

since r   p 


n

(7)


√



(

)

√

In the same manner, flow travel in the inter-hub network within the Physical Internet is provided
by f N  (N  d(NIn ,NOut )) where Nin and Nout designate the entry -hub and the exit -hub.
Accordingly, d(Nin,Nout) is the distance traveled between the entry -hub and the exit -hub. The
expected inter-hub flows can be estimated by computing the expected flows shipped from each
hub to the other hubs by assuming a shortest path travel. When there exists more than one
shortest route then the flow is assumed to be spread equally among the possible paths. The right
side of Figure 7 exhibits 12 undirected inter-hub links, corresponding to 24 directed links. The
flows to be transported are 2 L/n2 on the twelve exterior links and 3 L/n2 on the twelve radial
links.
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The expected total inter-hub flow travel can thus be estimated as: FN  60
2  3
7

The expected overall flow travel for the Physical Internet model can thus be estimated through
equation (8):


(

(

√

√

)

√

(8)

)

Equations (6) and (8) enable to evaluate respectively the flow travel of the current logistics
organization and of the PI. As a complement, it is also possible to determine a lower bound on
the flow travel required to supply the overall demand from the plants to the retail stores. It
corresponds to a direct flow of the required quantity from each plant to each store traveling the
Euclidean distance separating the plants from the stores. This flow travel is provided by
f LB  (d(P,S)) (P,S) . (d(P,S)) is defined as the expected distance between a generic plant P,
with a non-substitutable product, and a generic store S. The flow (P,S) between a plant and a
specific store is provided by equation (9).






(P,S) 
M P R S



(9)

Given the complexity of the geographical space, the expected distance necessary for the
computation of the lower bound on flow travel has been estimated using 1,000,000 Monte-Carlo
simulation samplings, resulting in an expected E d P,S   2.17 . The lower bound on flow travel
is thus estimated as FLB  2.17    .
Figure 10 illustrates the impact of the alternative logistic organizations on flow travel
(


Figure 10: Comparative performance of the current and Physical Internet logistic organizations and the lower bound
flows F, as a function of the number of stores S, for R=10, M=100, =1 and =1

Figure 10 reveals clearly the dominance of the Physical Internet solution in this case with ten
retailers and 100 suppliers. In general, for the proposed network topology, the Physical Internet
solution is always significantly better than the current solution as soon as there are some distinct
clients.
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4.3 Integrating the modelling of transport and its effectiveness
4.3.1 Modelling transport
Shifting from modelling flows to modelling transport requires dealing with two factors. The first
is the organization of transport with fixed periods, full loads, and so on. The second is about
defining the capacity of vehicles.
In order to represent a variety of cases and to approximate the current way of doing, the
following hypotheses are made:


The planning horizon is sliced in t periods which are to be used for supply when organized in
a periodic way;



The upstream transport between a plant and a warehouse, in the classical structure of the SC,
is performed by full load trucks, fixing the expected time laps between departures;



Transport between a warehouse and a distribution center is performed at a steady rhythm
every t periods within the horizon, in the classical structure of the SC and between the -hubs
in the Physical Internet network;



Transport between a distribution center and a store is performed through regional tours
shortly spaced by the multiplicative inverse of x.t where x≥1. (ex: if t is equal to 1 week, there
will be x.1 regional tours in a week)

Under these four hypotheses, it is possible to express the requirements in terms of transport
means having an individual capacity v, for each of the preceding flow travel settings considered
here as linehauls lh.
N v (lh) 



(lh)
v

(10)

Starting with the flows not dealt with using full loads, but rather on a periodic basis, consider that
the transport means efficacy is growing with the ratio between flow intensity and transport means
capacity over a given transport segment. A function g expressing the transport efficiency
(truckload by number of pallets) relative to the ratio between transport size and flow is used to
model this effect. Formalized in equation (11), this function contains a parameter ß, that
represents the level of transport organization, allowing to sweep through different situations,
from a transport really hard to optimise, corresponding to ß =1, to a quasi perfect transport with
ß=3.

 
g( ,v, )  1    
v




(11)

Figure 11 illustrates the evolution of transport efficacy under distinct values of ß. When ß is set to
3, function g grows slightly from 0.96 to nearly one, always near perfect efficacy. When ß is set
lower values to climb toward better efficacy is slower and reach at best a lower efficacy, e.g.
roughly 0.9 when ß is set to one.
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Figure 11: Transport efficacy curve

For such types of flows, the expected transport means requirements N’ generated by a flow  are
computed using equation (12).
N'v ( ,t) 



   

  
 1     
 
v t  v t

(12)

The expected total distance travelled by the means along a segment and for a flow can be
expressed through equation (13).
D(lh)  Nv (lh) d(lh) ou D'(lh,t)  N'v (lh),t  d(lh)



(13)

From these elements can be computed the expected total travelled distance for each case. The
expected emissions of pollutants and greenhouse gas resulting from these transports could also be
computed exploiting the methods described in (Ballot and Fontane 2010).
4.3.2 Comparing transport efficiency and robustness
Beyond the flow travel comparison made above, the modeling reveals that the current logistic
organization fragments the travel demand and generates empty travel. This allows a multi-level
assessment of the transport gains obtained with a Physical Internet organization. First, as shown
in Table 4 that gives the g-value calculated by Equation (11) for every segment, the Physical
Internet allows a better usage of the transport means over each segment.
Transport segment

To WH

To DC or to Hubs

To store

Repositioning

Actual organization

100%

65%

48%

0%

Physical Internet

NA

99%

99%

NA

Table 4: Comparison of truck loading for v=33, ß=3/2, R=10, M=100, P=10,/t=3000 and x=2.

When transport is more difficult to optimise in the current organization, the gain in performance
with the Physical Internet increases. Equations 8, 6 and 13 allow to compute the impact on
transport integrating its efficiency. For example, Figure 12 shows that the total distance travelled
D (in km) is always less in the Physical Internet as compared to the current logistic organization.
Furthermore it shows that the Physical Internet organization is almost not impacted (with
parameters used in Table 4) by difficult transport optimisation as shown in the left part of the
Figure.
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Figure 12: Impact of transport optimisation complexity parameter ß on the total traveled distance D by transport
means for all parameters as in table 4

The beta parameter impact on the total traveled distance D is more visible with fewer actors in
the PI model.

5. Conclusion and perspectives
This paper has demonstrated the application scope of the transposition to logistic networks of the
concept of network interconnection that is at the core of the Digital Internet, thereby reinforcing
the Physical Internet as a potent alternative to the current logistics organisation.
The Digital vs. Physical Internet analogy has been exploited to define a conceptual topology for
the Physical Internet. This topology has been analytically modeled for a stylised case so as to
assess its expected performance as an alternative to the current organisation.
The introduced model demonstrates a significant improvement in terms of flow travel (t.km) and
reduction of transport according to the hypotheses selected. In the experimented setting, the
organisation of the Physical Internet has shown to be dominant, with significantly better
performance across the board.
However, this work has to be put back into its exploratory context. The multiple simplifying
assumptions are as many directions for further research. Beyond the analogies with the Digital
Internet, there are still great differences showing that logistics networks are really distinct from
digital networks. Understanding and exploiting these differences merits furthers research in order
to lead to a better design and performance of the Physical Internet and its constituents, and higher
levels of implementation and appropriation of the Physical Internet. Four aspects are particularly
significant:


Standard modular containerisation of physical objects, as preconized by the Physical
Internet, which would rationalise the means of transport, handling and storage.



Standard efficient interfaces between the containers and the different means of transport
and handling to carry out grouping and de-grouping instead of the framing and deframing.



Live and open publication of the capacities, performances and conditions of transport,
selection, handling, etc., to effectively direct the flow to the most pertinent transport
services. This amounts to proposing an “open” logistic infrastructure, the Physical
Internet substituted for current dissociated logistics network.
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Standard open routing protocols based on the specific aspects of the merchandise and
limited logistic capacities based on their publication as well as that of the flow. For this,
the definition of a system of domain and geospatial addressing will be necessary.

An interesting future research avenue consists of extending the conceptual and analytical work
here presented, with geographic zones that have been divided in a different way and real data so
as to be able to study the reliability of these first results and clarify the issues on national or
international levels. In this way, more precise results will be obtained for the potential operations
and performance of the Physical Internet.
Another future research avenue consists of establishing a simulation model to characterise the
improvements of the Physical Internet by experimenting its operational functioning. This work
will help validate its functioning but will also help explore the characteristics of some of these
elements. Several levels of details need to be taken into account, such as the containerisation of
the merchandise and the routing protocols used, etc.
Along these lines, the authors are engaged in an international research project launched to assess
through fine-granularity simulation the potential of the Physical Internet for improving the
economical, environmental and societal efficiency and sustainability of the fast-moving consumer
goods industry in France, based on flow of goods between two of the top French retailers and
their 100 top suppliers.
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